Stimulation of the vagus nerve reduces learning
in a go/no-go reinforcement learning task
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Results

Introduction
• Vagus nerve stimulation (VNS) enhances dopaminergic
signaling
• VNS in humans has beneficial effects on cognitive
functioning, memory retention, and mood, processes
at least partly depending on dopamine signals and
reward processing1-2
• More specifically, dopamine levels influence vigor and
differentially impact go/no-go learning depending on
reward valence (reward vs. punishment)3

Research question:
Does transcutaneous VNS differentially affect
learning of approach/avoidance behavior?

Full mixed-effects modeling:
tVNS acutely reduces performance

tVNS × Win,
p = .44

tVNS × Go,
p = .65

OR=0.75
p = .045
(adj. model)

tVNS × Go x
Win, p = .71

 tVNS first
leads to greater
day-to-day
improvements,
p = .048
Order: p < .001
 Sham first:
OR=1.20,
p = .26
 tVNS first:
OR=0.43,
p < .001

Model-based analysis: Reinforcement learning

Methods
Study design: 39 participants (16m, Mage = 25.5 years,
MBMI = 23.0 kg/m2; tVNS vs. sham stimulation (crossover)
Go/No-Go RL Task

Effects of tVNS are not specific

Slower learning during tVNS does not
impair transfer learning
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Statistical Analysis:
1. Mixed effects: Hierarchical logistic regression analysis
2. Reinforcement-learning (RL) model with 5 parameters:
Alpha (learning rate), RewS (reward sensitivity),
Pavlovian-Bias (reward - go / punishment – no-go),
Go-Bias (general approach tendency),
Lapse (weighting of learning history at choice)
Fitted with Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm6
This research was
supported by:

• Increase in tonic dopamine impairs learning, potentially • Slower learning during tVNS did not lead to deficits in
by limiting phasic dopamine prediction error signals
performance during the second session suggesting
• Choice behavior was less dependent on learned values, improved retention
indicating increased exploration after tVNS5
Conclusion:
• Contrary to expectation tVNS did not change general
tVNS impairs learning speed predominantly by
go tendencies or specific learning behavior (Pav-B)
reducing high baseline learning rates
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